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Abstract

Objective

Previous studies have shown that having promotion-oriented goals (e.g. wanting to become

healthy) or prevention-oriented goals (e.g. wanting to avoid getting ill) can affect people’s

health-related decisions and behaviour by emphasising aspects and information that seem

relevant in light of what they want to achieve. However, this issue has not yet been re-

searched regarding colorectal cancer (CRC) screening. With our study, we aimed to

examine the relationship between people’s goal-orientation or focus on advantages or dis-

advantages and their CRC screening participation, as this could provide insights for support-

ing people in making this complex decision.

Methods

An online survey was carried out among a sample of first-time CRC screening invitees

(1282 respondents, response rate 49%). We assessed people’s goal-orientation (i.e. pro-

motion-orientation and prevention-orientation), focus on the advantages or disadvantages

of CRC screening, screening participation and main considerations (e.g. cancer is a serious

illness) concerning their screening decision.

Results

Generally, CRC screening participants scored higher on both promotion-orientation and pre-

vention-orientation than non-participants. Both CRC screening participation and non-partici-

pation were not associated with a dominant goal-orientation. CRC screening participants

did show a dominant focus on the advantages of CRC screening. Mediation analysis

showed support for our premise that the relationship between people’s goal-orientation or

focus on advantages or disadvantages and their screening participation could be (partially)

mediated by people’s main considerations concerning CRC screening.
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Conclusion

CRC screening participants and non-participants differed in their goal-orientation and focus

on advantages or disadvantages. CRC screening participation appears to be associated

with a focus on the advantages of CRC screening, which could impede the making of an

informed decision. CRC screening non-participation appears not to be associated with any

clear goal-orientation or focus, or we have not yet managed to capture this, which could be

either beneficial or problematic for making an informed decision.

Introduction

When making health-related decisions, people have goals they want to achieve, such as getting

better or avoiding becoming overweight, which has been shown to influence their decision

and decision-making process [1–7]. A well-known theory in this respect is the Regulatory

Focus Theory (RFT) [8]. RFT distinguishes between a promotion focus, where people want to

achieve a positive end-state (e.g. being healthy), making them focused on desires and possible

gains, and a prevention focus, where people want to avoid a negative end-state (e.g. getting ill),

making them focused on safety and potential losses [8, 9]. Promotion focus and prevention

focus are seen as distinct orientations that people can have towards a decision, but they are not

each other’s opposites [8, 10, 11]. This means that people with a strong promotion focus do

not necessarily have a weak prevention focus, or vice versa, but a dominant focus can be pres-

ent [8, 10]. People’s orientation surrounding their goals regarding a decision leads to an

emphasis–consciously or unconsciously–on those aspects of the decision that are thought to

be relevant in light of what they want to achieve [8, 9, 12]. This affects which information is

noticed and how it is interpreted [6, 13–15], with information that matches in wording or

framing people’s goal-orientation being noticed and valued more [11, 16, 17]. As people’s

goal-orientation affect their information processing, it is also likely that it affects which consid-

erations people have and value most, regarding a decision [14]. Consequently, different beha-

vioural decisions can be made based on the same information, depending on people’s goal-

orientation [6, 14, 16, 17].

To our knowledge, people’s goals and orientation surrounding it has not yet been

researched regarding preventive colorectal cancer (CRC) screening, or other cancer screen-

ings. Thus far, research on CRC screening participation has often used the Health Belief

Model (HBM) [18] or the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) [19] as a framework. Within

HBM and TPB, the emphasis lies on assessing people’s beliefs, knowledge, perceived social

norm, self-efficacy, and practical barriers, which have all been shown to be associated with

people’s decision concerning CRC screening participation [18–21]. In addition, many experts

in the field of cancer screening believe that people should make an informed CRC screening

decision based on a good understanding and personal weighing of the potential benefits and

harms of CRC screening as well as their personal preferences regarding screening [22–25].

However, people’s goal-orientation could affect how they interpret, use and value the informa-

tion concerning CRC screening [6, 13–15]. In this way, people’s goal-orientation could per-

haps be seen as a general orientation affecting the relevance of people’s more specific beliefs

and considerations concerning CRC screening (e.g. colon cancer is a serious illness or I feel

healthy). Therefore, examining the possible association between people’s goal-orientation and

their CRC screening participation could provide useful insights in understandings people’s
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CRC screening decision-making process. Guided by the synopsis of RFT and its distinction

between promotion focus and prevention focus, people with, for example, promotion-oriented

goals could decide to participate in CRC screening because they want to achieve or maintain a

state of being healthy. On the other hand, they could also decide not to participate in CRC

screening because they believe this will contribute to achieving the positive objectives they

value. People with prevention-oriented goals could decide to participate in CRC screening

because they want to avoid getting cancer, or they could decide not to participate because they

want to avoid being exposed to certain risks [8, 11, 15]. As mentioned above, an essential part

of the CRC screening decision involves the weighing of potential benefits and harms [24, 26,

27]. It could be argued that promotion-oriented and prevention-oriented goals are related to

mainly focusing on the advantages or the disadvantages of CRC screening when deciding

about participating in it [8], which could also possibly affect how they interpret, use and value

the information concerning CRC screening [6, 13–15].

Examining the possible association between people’s goal-orientation, focus on advantages

or disadvantages, (main) considerations and decision concerning CRC screening could pro-

vide useful insights for developing resources to adequately inform and support people in mak-

ing their screening decision. In addition, previous studies on CRC screening have shown that

participation and beliefs/considerations concerning CRC screening are often associated with

people’s sex, age and education [18, 19, 28, 29]. Therefore, it seems relevant to also examine

the possible association with these sociodemographic characteristics. More specifically, we aim

to answer the following research questions:

1. Is people’s CRC screening participation associated with a specific goal-orientation (i.e. pro-

motion-oriented versus prevention-oriented) or focus on mainly the advantages or disad-

vantages of CRC screening (Fig 1, Model I)?

i. Is a dominant goal-orientation or focus associated with CRC screening participation or

non-participation?

ii. Is the relationship between goal-orientation/focus and screening participation mediated

by people’s main considerations regarding CRC screening (Fig 1, Model II)?

iii. Are people’s goal-orientation/focus and its relationship with CRC screening

participation associated with sociodemographic characteristics (sex, age, education)?

Methods

Respondents

Participants for our questionnaire were recruited via a national online research panel (I&O

Research Panel, www.ioresearch.nl, ISO 26362). Members of this panel are recruited through

random sampling, using population records (e.g. municipality records). As an incentive, fifty

ten-euro gift cards were raffled among respondents. According to ISO 26362 certificate regula-

tion, people give written consent when signing up to be a member of an online research panel

as well as when agreeing to participate in any specific survey sent to them. As possible partici-

pants, we were interested in people who were invited for the first time to participate in CRC

screening. In the Netherlands, CRC screening is currently gradually being introduced. The fol-

lowing birth years were scheduled to receive an invitation for the first time for CRC screening

in 2016: 1941 (age 75), 1945 (age 71), 1953 (age 63), 1955 (age 61), 1957 (age 59). Therefore,

2818 panel members from these birth years were invited via e-mail in March 2017 to complete

our online questionnaire. They were told we were interested in hearing people’s views on CRC
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Fig 1. Direct and indirect relationship (mediation) between goal-orientation (promotion- or prevention-oriented) / focus on

advantages or disadvantages and main considerations regarding CRC screening and CRC screening participation.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0213003.g001
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screening, from both people who decided to participate in CRC screening following their invi-

tation in 2016 and people who decided not to participate. The response rate was 49% (1378

respondents). However, 96 of those respondents were not eligible for our study because they

were not invited for CRC screening in 2016, or it was not their first invitation. The Medical

Ethics Review Committee of VU University Medical Center (IRB00002991/FWA00017598)

has declared that the Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act (WMO) does not apply

to this study and an official approval of this study by their committee is not required.

Questionnaire

The questions part of this study were part of a larger questionnaire regarding people’s views on

CRC screening. A complete version of the questions asked relevant for this study can be found

as supplementary material (S1 Appendix), in both the original language (Dutch) and English.

Respondents were asked whether they had participated or not in CRC screening before receiv-

ing the questions about which considerations had played a role in their decision. This was fol-

lowed by the questions regarding their focus on the advantages of disadvantages of CRC

screening and their goal-orientation.

Measures

Promotion-orientation and prevention-orientation regarding CRC screening participa-

tion. In assessing people’s goal-orientation regarding CRC screening participation we were

guided by the synopsis of RFT to distinguish between promotion- and prevention-oriented

goals. We assessed the extent to which people were promotion-oriented and prevention-ori-

ented by assessing these as separate variables, considering them two distinct orientations [10,

11]. We presented respondents with several statements representing promotion-oriented goals

(e.g. maintaining good health) or prevention-oriented goals (e.g. avoiding risks) [8, 30]. Partly

different statements were used for CRC screening participants and non-participants as rele-

vant goals in the context of CRC screening participation seem to differ between the two groups

(e.g. ‘I want to avoid getting seriously ill’ or ‘I want to avoid unnecessary tests and treatment’).

To assess promotion-orientation, CRC screening participants received three statements (final

score is the sum-score average; Cronbach’s alpha is .83). As promotion-oriented goals in the

context of not participating in CRC screening appear scarce, we realistically could present

CRC screening non-participants with only one statement. To assess prevention-orientation,

both CRC screening participants and non-participants received three statements (final scores

are the sum-score averages; Cronbach’s alpha is .83 and .67, respectively). Respondents were

then asked to what extent each statement played a role in their decision concerning CRC

screening participation (5-point interval scale with labelled scale points: 1 = did not play a role;

2 = played a small role; 3 = played a role; 4 = played a large role; 5 = played a very large role).

Focus on advantages or disadvantages regarding CRC screening participation. In addi-

tion to assessing promotion-orientation and prevention-orientation, we assessed people’s

focus on advantages or disadvantages regarding CRC screening participation. We asked

respondents to choose which of the following two options had played the largest role for them

when deciding to participate or not participate in CRC screening (dichotomous variable): 1. I

mostly looked at what the advantages of CRC screening could be for me; or 2. I mostly looked

at what the disadvantages of CRC screening could be for me.

Considerations regarding CRC screening participation. Based on previous research

(e.g. [31–34]), we presented respondents with a broad range of possible considerations that

may have played a role in their decision concerning CRC screening participation (see S1

Appendix for an overview), and asked them to what extent each consideration played a role

Goal-orientation and colorectal cancer screening
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(5-point interval scale with labelled scale points: 1 = did not play a role; 2 = played a small role;

3 = played a role; 4 = played a large role; 5 = played a very large role). For descriptive purposes

we have categorised these considerations into certain themes: 1. Colon problems and colon

cancer (e.g. I feel healthy, colon cancer is a serious illness); 2. CRC screening (e.g. by participat-

ing in CRC screening I will avoid serious treatment); 3. Social environment (e.g. I think most

people in my environment are positive about CRC screening); 4. Other (e.g. it is difficult to

find a suitable time to perform the stool test). However, this categorisation was not used for

analysing the results (all considerations were analysed separately).

Sociodemographic characteristics. Data on sex, age (birth year) and education (low,

intermediate, high; according to the International Standard Classification of Education

(ISCED), 2011) were gathered.

Statistical analysis

Construct validity. Confirmatory factor analysis regarding the measure of goal-orienta-

tion and the measure of focus on the advantages or disadvantages of CRC screening was per-

formed and confirmed that we are measuring two different factors/constructs (see S3

Appendix). As some correlation between the measures was expected, we used oblique (Direct

oblimin) rotation. However, when using orthogonal (Varimax) rotation similar results were

found. Reliability analyses (Cronbach’s alpha) were conducted regarding the promotion-ori-

entation scale and prevention-orientation scales and showed acceptable internal consistency.

Association between goal-orientation, focus on advantages or disadvantages, main con-

siderations, and participation. Univariate logistic regression analysis and paired t-test were

used to examine whether for people’s goal-orientation there was a difference between partici-

pants of CRC screening and non-participants. Univariate logistic regression analysis was used

to examine whether for people’s focus on the advantages or disadvantages there was a differ-

ence between participants of CRC screening and non-participants. Subsequently, we con-

ducted multiple logistic regression analysis to assess people’s main considerations associated

with the variable CRC screening participation (participation as dependent variable, with par-

ticipation in CRC screening scored as 1 and non-participation as 2). All consideration-items

were entered as separate variables. Because correlations between the consideration-items are

to be expected backward selection was applied (we used the more strict p-value cut-off point of

p� .05) [35]. Through backward selection a ‘final model’ is achieved with only considerations

significantly associated with the variable CRC screening participation remaining. These con-

siderations were categorised by us as ‘main considerations’. There were no a-priori hypotheses

or determinations.

As described in the introduction section, based on existing literature we believe it is possible

that people’s goal-orientation or their focus on advantages or disadvantages can affect which

considerations people have and value most, and, subsequently, their final decision regarding

CRC screening participation [6, 13–15]. To examine this possible relationship mediation anal-

ysis was performed, following Baron and Kenny (1986), using univariate and multiple regres-

sion analysis [36, 37]. Firstly, we assessed whether a significant association between people’s

promotion-orientation and prevention-orientation, each separately, and CRC screening par-

ticipation existed (C-path in Fig 1, Model I; logistic regression; controlled for confounding by

sex, birth year and education). Secondly, we assessed whether a significant association between

people’s promotion-orientation/prevention-orientation and each of the main considerations

regarding CRC screening separately existed (A-path in Fig 1, Model II; linear regression).

Thirdly, we assessed whether a significant association between each of the main considerations

separately and CRC screening participation existed, with people’s promotion-orientation/
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prevention-orientation also included in the model (B-path in Fig 1, Model II; logistic regres-

sion). Fourthly, we assessed whether the original association between people’s promotion-ori-

entation/prevention-orientation and CRC screening participation changed after including

each of the main considerations separately in the model (i.e. whether this relationship was

mediated by people’s main considerations; C’-path in Fig 1, Model II; logistic regression).

Lastly, to assess whether these indirect/mediation effect (path A�B/C-C’ in Fig 1, Model II)

were significant the Sobel test was performed (which uses beta’s and standard errors). In a sim-

ilar manner, mediation analysis was also performed to examine whether the relationship

between people’s focus on the advantages or disadvantages and CRC screening participation

was mediated by people’s main considerations regarding CRC screening. Although at face-

value high correlations between the items used to assess goal-orientation/focus on advantages

or disadvantages and (some of) the items used to assess people’s main considerations appear

possible (thus, possibly prohibiting mediation analysis), correlation analysis does not show

extreme high correlations causing potential problems (see S3 Appendix).

Association with sociodemographic characteristics. For every analysis performed, we

examined possible confounding by sex, birth year and education. When we found no con-

founding, uncorrected scores are shown. Multiple logistic and linear regression analyses were

performed to examine the relationship between CRC screening participation, people’s goal-

orientation, people’s focus on advantages or disadvantages, and sex, birth year and education.

All analyses were carried out using SPSS 24.0.0.1.

Results

Sample characteristics

Our research sample consisted of 1282 respondents (Table 1). More men (60%) than women

(40%) participated in our study. Almost half of respondents (48%) were high educated. Most

respondents (89%) indicated they had participated in CRC screening. Non-response analysis

showed that people were more likely to have participated in our survey when higher educated.

No significant differences were found associated with sex or birth year.

Table 1. Characteristics research sample.

Variables N (%)

Total sample 1282 (100)

Sex
Male 773 (60)

Female 509 (40)

Education
Low 258 (20)

Intermediate 404 (32)

High 611 (48)

Birth year
1941 127 (10)

1945 228 (18)

1953 329 (26)

1955 297 (23)

1957 301 (23)

Screening participation
Yes 1142 (89)

No 140 (11)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0213003.t001
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People’s goal-orientation, focus on advantages or disadvantages and CRC

screening participation

When assessing promotion-orientation and prevention-orientation regarding CRC screening

participation, we see that on average CRC screening participants score higher on promotion-

orientation and prevention-orientation than CRC screening non-participants (Table 2). The

difference between screening participants and non-participants is significant regarding both

promotion-orientation (univariate logistic regression analysis: OR = .298, 95% CI: .246 –.361)

and prevention-orientation (OR = .434, 95% CI: .365 –.517). Among screening participants the

scores on promotion-orientation and prevention-orientation do not significantly differ from

each other (paired t-test: t (1141) = —.260, ns). Among screening non-participants the score

on prevention-orientation is significantly higher than the score on promotion-orientation (t
(139) = - 4.611, p< .001). When assessing people’s focus on advantages or disadvantages of

CRC screening, we see that most CRC screening participants focus on the advantages, while

non-participants are more equally distributed regarding a focus on the advantages or disad-

vantages. This difference in focus between screening participants and non-participants is sig-

nificant (OR = 83.254, 95% CI: 46.456–149.232). Regarding all analyses mentioned above, sex,

education and birth year were not found to be confounders regarding the relationship between

focus and CRC screening participation.

We also examined whether CRC screening participation, people’s goal-orientation and peo-

ple’s focus on the advantages or disadvantages of CRC screening were associated with sex,

birth year or education (see S4 Appendix). Regarding all variables, no differences were found

related to sex. Higher educated people were less likely to have participated in CRC screening

compared to lower educated people, and scored lower on both promotion-orientation and

prevention-orientation.

Relationship between people’s goal-orientation, focus on advantages or

disadvantages, CRC screening participation and main considerations

The section above describes the direct association between people’s goal-orientation or focus

on advantages or disadvantages and their CRC screening participation without any other vari-

ables in the equation (‘total effect’; Fig 1, Model I). Subsequently, the aim was to examine

whether the relationship between people’s goal-orientation (i.e. their promotion-orientation

and prevention-orientation) and CRC screening participation as well as the relationship

between people’s focus on advantages or disadvantages and CRC screening participation was

mediated by people’s main considerations regarding CRC screening (Fig 1, Model II). S2

Table 2. Goal-orientation and focus on advantages or disadvantages of CRC screening among CRC screening participants and non-participants.

Goal-orientation regarding CRC screening participation Total sample CRC screening participants CRC screening non-participants
M (SD) M (SD) M (SD)

Promotion-orientation a 3.37� (1.03) 3.53 (1.03) 2.05� (1.36)

Prevention-orientation a 3.43� (1.16) 3.54 (1.05) 2.54� (1.14)

Focus on advantages or disadvantages N (%) N (%) N (%)

Focus mainly on advantages b 1187� (93) 1125 (98) 62 (44)

Focus mainly on disadvantages b 95� (7) 17 (2) 78 (56)

a Scores range from 1 (low promotion-/prevention-orientation) to 5 (high promotion-/prevention-orientation)
b Dichotomous variable: score 1 = focus mainly on advantages, score 2 = focus mainly on disadvantages

� Significant difference (p < .001) between groups

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0213003.t002
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Appendix shows the descriptive results of to what extent any of the considerations we pre-

sented respondents with played a role in their decision. Generally, it appears that especially for

CRC screening participants certain considerations played a role in their decision. As part of

the mediation analysis, we first identified the main considerations associated with CRC screen-

ing participation using multiple regression analysis (Table 3). A ‘final model’ of eight main

considerations significantly associated with CRC screening participation was assessed. Sex,

education and birth year were not found to be confounders. Regarding four of these main con-

siderations, people were more likely to participate in CRC screening when these played a larger

role in their decision regarding CRC screening (OR< 1, coloured blue in Table 3; e.g. ‘cancer/

colon cancer is a serious illness’). Regarding the other four main considerations, people were

less likely to participate in CRC screening when these played a larger role in their decision

(OR> 1, coloured green in Table 3; e.g. ‘I feel healthy’).

After that, we examined whether the relationship between people’s promotion-orientation,

prevention-orientation or focus on advantages or disadvantages–each separately–and their

CRC screening participation was mediated by each of these eight main considerations sepa-

rately. In other words, we examined the direct and indirect effects between these variables (see

Fig 1). Table 4 shows the considerations for which significant indirect/mediation effects were

found. Regarding the relationship between promotion-orientation and CRC screening partici-

pation, indirect effects were found concerning almost all considerations (except for ‘I have

colon problems/I have had colon problems’). Regarding the relationship between prevention-

orientation and CRC screening participation, indirect effects were also found concerning

almost all considerations (except for ‘it is difficult to participate in CRC screening because of

health problems or physical problems’). The results suggest that the association between peo-

ple’s promotion-orientation as well as prevention-orientation and their CRC screening partici-

pation is partially mediated by most of people’s main considerations concerning CRC

screening. The direction of the direct and indirect effects was the same for both promotion-

orientation and prevention-orientation. Regarding the relationship between people’s focus on

advantages or disadvantages and CRC screening participation, indirect effects were found con-

cerning the following main considerations: cancer/colon cancer is a serious illness; by partici-

pating in CRC screening I will avoid serious treatment; by participating in CRC screening I

Table 3. Main considerations associated with CRC screening participation (multiple logistic regression analysis;

final model using backward selection).

Considerations a, b OR 95% CI c

I feel healthy 1.775 1.389–

2.268

I have colon problems/I have had colon problems 1.805 1.398–

2.331

Cancer/colon cancer is a serious illness .561 .434 –.726

By participating in CRC screening I will avoid serious treatment .598 .417 –.858

By participating in CRC screening I reduce my chance of dying from colon cancer .436 .299 –.635

By participating in CRC screening I can possibly get treated for an abnormality that would

never have given me problems (= unnecessary treatment)

2.519 1.910–

3.322

By participating in CRC screening I get reassured .329 .229 –.471

It is difficult to participate in CRC screening because of health problems or physical problems 2.141 1.584–

2.894

a Scores range from 1 (did not play a role in decision) to 5 (played a very large role in decision)
b Dependent variable: CRC screening participation (dichotomous: 1 = participated, 2 = did not participate)
c All considerations in this final model were significantly associated with CRC screening participation at level p < .01

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0213003.t003
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Table 4. Significant indirect relationships (mediation) 1 between [A] promotion-orientation a/[B] prevention-ori-

entation a/[C] focus on advantages or disadvantages b, main considerations 2, c and CRC screening participation d.

(Mediation analysis using multiple logistic regression was conducted separately for promotion-orientation, preven-

tion-orientation, focus on advantages or disadvantages and each main consideration).

A. Relationship between promotion-orientation, main considerations and CRC screening

participation

OR

1: Consideration ‘I feel healthy’
Direct effect of promotion-orientation on participation .261��

Direct effect of consideration on participation 1.640��

Indirect effect of promotion-orientation on participation via consideration 1.142��

2: Consideration ‘Cancer/colon cancer is a serious illness’
Direct effect of promotion-orientation on participation .431��

Direct effect of consideration on participation .493��

Indirect effect of promotion-orientation on participation via consideration .690��

3: Consideration ‘By participating in CRC screening I will avoid serious treatment’
Direct effect of promotion-orientation on participation .401��

Direct effect of consideration on participation .477��

Indirect effect of promotion-orientation on participation via consideration .742��

4: Consideration ‘By participating in CRC screening I reduce my chance of dying from colon cancer’
Direct effect of promotion-orientation on participation .520��

Direct effect of consideration on participation .326��

Indirect effect of promotion-orientation on participation via consideration .573��

5: Consideration ‘By participating in CRC screening I can possibly get treated for an abnormality that
would never have given me problems (= unnecessary treatment)’

Direct effect of promotion-orientation on participation .239��

Direct effect of consideration on participation 1.995��

Indirect effect of promotion-orientation on participation via consideration 1.246��

6: Consideration ‘By participating in CRC screening I get reassured’
Direct effect of promotion-orientation on participation .549��

Direct effect of consideration on participation .286��

Indirect effect of promotion-orientation on participation via consideration .542��

7: Consideration ‘It is difficult to participate in CRC screening because of health problems or physical
problems’

Direct effect of promotion-orientation on participation .291��

Direct effect of consideration on participation 2.186��

Indirect effect of promotion-orientation on participation via consideration 1.022�

B. Relationship between prevention-orientation, main considerations and CRC screening

participation

OR

1: Consideration ‘I feel healthy’
Direct effect of prevention-orientation on participation .385��

Direct effect of consideration on participation 1.488��

Indirect effect of prevention-orientation on participation via consideration 1.127��

2: Consideration ‘I have colon problems/I have had colon problems’
Direct effect of prevention-orientation on participation .426��

Direct effect of consideration on participation 1.294�

Indirect effect of prevention-orientation on participation via consideration 1.018�

3: Consideration ‘Cancer/colon cancer is a serious illness’
Direct effect of prevention-orientation on participation .650��

Direct effect of consideration on participation .415��

Indirect effect of prevention-orientation on participation via consideration .669��

4: Consideration ‘By participating in CRC screening I will avoid serious treatment’
Direct effect of prevention-orientation on participation .601��

Direct effect of consideration on participation .407��

(Continued)
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Table 4. (Continued)

Indirect effect of prevention-orientation on participation via consideration .722��

5: Consideration ‘By participating in CRC screening I reduce my chance of dying from colon cancer’
Direct effect of prevention-orientation on participation .760�

Direct effect of consideration on participation .274��

Indirect effect of prevention-orientation on participation via consideration .571��

6: Consideration ‘By participating in CRC screening I can possibly get treated for an abnormality that
would never have given me problems (= unnecessary treatment)’

Direct effect of prevention-orientation on participation .324��

Direct effect of consideration on participation 1.914��

Indirect effect of prevention-orientation on participation via consideration 1.340��

7: Consideration ‘By participating in CRC screening I get reassured’
Direct effect of prevention-orientation on participation .793�

Direct effect of consideration on participation .227��

Indirect effect of prevention-orientation on participation via consideration .548��

C. Relationship between focus on advantages or disadvantages, main considerations and CRC

screening participation

OR

1: Consideration ‘Cancer/colon cancer is a serious illness’
Direct effect of focus on advantages/disadvantages on participation 48.237��

Direct effect of consideration on participation .429��

Indirect effect of focus on advantages/disadvantages on participation via consideration 1.726��

2: Consideration ‘By participating in CRC screening I will avoid serious treatment’
Direct effect of focus on advantages/disadvantages on participation 51.581��

Direct effect of consideration on participation .431��

Indirect effect of focus on advantages/disadvantages on participation via consideration 1.614��

3: Consideration ‘By participating in CRC screening I reduce my chance of dying from colon cancer’
Direct effect of focus on advantages/disadvantages on participation 40.200��

Direct effect of consideration on participation .316��

Indirect effect of focus on advantages/disadvantages on participation via consideration 2.071��

4: Consideration ‘By participating in CRC screening I get reassured’
Direct effect of focus on advantages/disadvantages on participation 34.924��

Direct effect of consideration on participation .296��

Indirect effect of focus on advantages/disadvantages on participation via consideration 2.384��

5: Consideration ‘It is difficult to participate in CRC screening because of health problems or physical
problems’

Direct effect of focus on advantages/disadvantages on participation 81.804��

Direct effect of consideration on participation 1.867��

Indirect effect of focus on advantages/disadvantages on participation via consideration 1.018��

1 See also Fig 1. ‘Direct effect of promotion-orientation/prevention orientation/focus on advantages or disadvantages

on participation’ = C’-path. ‘Direct effect of consideration on participation’ = B-path. ‘Indirect effect’ = path AxB/

C-C’
2 See Table 3 for the initial main considerations regarding CRC screening participation. Table 4 only shows those

considerations involved in a significant indirect effect
a Scores range from 1 (low promotion-/prevention-orientation) to 5 (high promotion-/prevention-orientation)
b Dichotomous variable: score 1 = focus on advantages of CRC screening, score 2 = focus on disadvantages of CRC

screening
c Scores range from 1 (did not play a role in decision) to 5 (played a very large role in decision)
d Dependent variable: CRC screening participation. Dichotomous variable: score 1 = participated in screening, score

2 = did not participate in screening)

� Significant at level p < .05

�� Significant at level p < .001

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0213003.t004
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reduce my chance of dying from colon cancer; by participating in CRC screening I get reas-

sured; it is difficult to participate in CRC screening because of health problems or physical

problems. The results suggest that the association between people’s focus on advantages or dis-

advantages and their CRC screening participation is partially mediated by these main consid-

erations concerning CRC screening. Sex, education and birth year were not found to be

confounders in the mediation analyses, except regarding the association between promotion-

orientation and prevention-orientation and the consideration ‘it is difficult to participate in

CRC screening because of health problems or physical problems’. Here, education was found

to be a confounder and thus corrected scores are shown.

Discussion

Generally, CRC screening participants scored higher than non-participants on both promo-

tion-orientation and prevention-orientation. CRC screening participants did not have a domi-

nant goal-orientation. Although CRC screening non-participants did score significantly

higher on having a prevention-orientation, their relatively low scores on both promotion-

and prevention-orientation indicate they have no dominant goal-orientation as well. Regard-

ing people’s focus on advantages or disadvantages of CRC screening, CRC screening partici-

pants in particular showed a dominant focus, namely a focus on the advantages. In addition,

mediation analysis suggests support for the premise that the relationship between people’s

goal-orientation or focus on the advantages or disadvantages and their CRC screening

participation is partially mediated by people’s main considerations concerning CRC screen-

ing (Fig 1, Model II). Regarding differences associated with people’s sex, birth year and educa-

tion, we mainly found that higher educated people were more likely not to participate in

screening and that they scored lower on both promotion-orientation and prevention-

orientation.

The different findings regarding the goal-orientation and focus on advantages or disadvan-

tages of CRC screening participants and non-participants could be indicative of a different

frame of mind between CRC screening participants and non-participants. It appears that CRC

screening participation is associated with a focus on mainly the advantages of CRC screening

and within that, advantages related to both promotion-oriented goals and prevention-oriented

goals are being considered (e.g. achieving a state of being healthy as well as avoiding getting

ill). This focus on the advantages could lead to CRC screening participants not noticing or val-

uing information about the disadvantages of CRC screening [8, 11, 16, 17], impeding the mak-

ing of an informed decision [22–25]. Possibly framing information about the disadvantages in

a more promotion- or prevention-oriented manner in order to make CRC screening partici-

pants notice it better is not likely to make a difference as CRC screening participants respond

to both orientations equally strong. In the case of CRC screening participants being not aware

enough of the possible harms of CRC screening, further research would be needed to assess

what kind of orientation or framing would be effective in improving this. Regarding CRC

screening non-participation, it appears there is no association with any clear frame of mind

when deciding about CRC screening participation, or that we have not yet managed to capture

this. The lack of a specific orientation or focus might suggest that CRC screening non-partici-

pants approach this decision open-mindedly. This then could result in a good awareness of

both the possible benefits and harms of CRC screening and the making of an informed deci-

sion. However, it could also be that all information is noticed and valued less as we are not pro-

viding it in a manner that appeals to the, yet unknown, orientation or focus of CRC screening

non-participants. In this case, again further research would be needed to assess what kind of

orientation or framing would be effective in improving this. Additionally, we found that for
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CRC screening participants several of the presented considerations played a role in their deci-

sion (see S2 Appendix), whereas for non-participants the presented considerations hardly

played a role in their decision, even those commonly associated with non-participation (e.g. ‘I

feel healthy’ or ‘by participating I get anxious or worried’). This also suggests that, in general,

achieving a positive end-state and avoiding a negative end-state regarding CRC screening is

less important to CRC screening non-participants than it is to participants. Several studies

have shown that often CRC screening non-participants do not view CRC screening as impor-

tant or personally relevant [18, 38, 39]. Perhaps this also results in them not necessarily finding

the outcome of the decision in itself, and the commonly associated considerations, as highly

important or relevant. Further research is needed to shed more light on this aspect. Addition-

ally, future research should focus on examining what the existence of different goals and

frames of mind among the eligible CRC screening population in reality means for developing

materials to adequately inform and support people in making their screening decision.

Our findings indicate an association between people’s goal-orientation or focus on advan-

tages or disadvantages of CRC screening and their decision about participation. Additionally,

mediation analysis suggests support for the premise that the relationship between people’s

goal-orientation or focus on the advantages or disadvantages and their CRC screening partici-

pation is partially mediated by people’s main considerations concerning CRC screening. Gen-

erally, when scoring higher on both promotion-orientation and prevention-orientation and

being focused on the advantages of CRC screening, those considerations that are often associ-

ated with CRC screening participation (e.g. ‘cancer is a serious illness’ or ‘by participating in

CRC screening I will avoid serious treatment’) were seen as more important for people’s deci-

sion to participate. Those variables often associated with CRC screening non-participation

(e.g. ‘I feel healthy’ or ‘possibility of unnecessary treatment’) were in that case either not

affected or seen as less important for people’s decision to participate. These findings are as to

be expected, as scoring higher on both promotion-orientation and prevention-orientation and

having a focus on the advantages of CRC screening were found to be associated with CRC

screening participation. However, although we conducted the mediation analysis using the

commonly used method described by Baron and Kenny (1986) [36, 37], this method has been

criticised and comes with several limitations [40, 41]. First, it should be recognised that we

have examined possible correlations not causations. Second, based on existing literature we

theorised that people’s goal-orientation or their focus on advantages or disadvantages could be

affecting their CRC screening decision. Furthermore, we theorised that people’s CRC screen-

ing decision could also be affected because people’s goal-orientation or focus on advantages or

disadvantages affected which considerations they have and value most in making this decision

[6, 13–15]. However, although less likely based on existing literature, other possible directions

could also exist, with for example, people’s considerations affecting their goal-orientation.

Thus, we have examined possible mediation using correlations within a confirmatory design,

resulting in our findings merely suggesting plausibility for our proposed relation. Third, we

used the Sobel test to assess whether the mediation effects were significant. However, in small

samples, such as our sample of CRC screening non-participants (N = 140), the Sobel test has

proven not to be very potent. Therefore, results should be interpreted with some caution.

Fourth, Pardo and Román (2013) [40] demonstrated that “small variations in the data (varia-

tions that are perfectly acceptable due to random sampling) can change a mediation conclu-

sion into a non-mediation one, and the other way”. Therefore, they question the capacity to

which the method described by Baron and Kenny can be used to draw valid mediation

inferences.

In addition to the limitations regarding mediation analysis, our study has several other limi-

tations. First, as we conducted a cross-sectional study where people had already decided about
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CRC screening participation or non-participation, we cannot be sure that this decision/behav-

iour in itself has not influenced their answers concerning their considerations and goal-orien-

tation [42]. Second, we used a random sample of members of a national internet panel as

participants. People who participate in online research may differ in significant ways from

people who do not participate in online research, which could limit generalizability. Third,

during the invitation process we mentioned that the study concerned CRC screening and peo-

ple’s views on it. This could have attracted respondents who were already positive about CRC

screening. On the other hand, it could also have provided an opportunity for those who were

less positive about CRC screening to voice their opinion. Fourth, a relatively small proportion

of our sample did not participate in CRC screening. A larger proportion might provide stron-

ger conclusions. Furthermore, this could have an effect on the generalizability of our findings

to the target population, as in 2015 27% of screening invitees chose not to participate [43].

This is a significant larger proportion than the 11% of screening non-participants in our sam-

ple. It is possible that we have examined a particular subset of non-participants that is not

entirely representative of the non-participants in the population. Generalizability could also be

limited by the fact that higher educated people were overrepresented in our sample. Another

limitation might be that when measuring promotion-orientation and prevention-orientation

we used partly different operationalisations for CRC screening participants and non-partici-

pants. Although developed as such because relevant promotion-oriented and prevention-ori-

ented goals in the context of CRC screening participation seem to partly differ between the

two groups, we might not entirely be measuring the same construct. Additionally, although

the Cronbach’s alpha of .67 regarding the prevention-orientation scale for CRC screening

non-participants is generally seen as acceptable, a higher value (at least above .70) would be

preferred for drawing stronger conclusions. Furthermore, when assessing promotion-orienta-

tion and prevention-orientation we realistically could present CRC screening non-participants

with only one statement to assess their promotion-orientation, which could be limiting the

reliability. However, single-item measures have been shown to sometimes have the same pre-

dictive validity as multi-item measures [44, 45]. A strength of our study is that we examined

people’s promotion-orientation and prevention-orientation as well as their focus on advan-

tages and disadvantages of CRC screening, hereby taking different points of view regarding

people’s goals surrounding their decision about CRC screening participation.

Conclusion

Regarding CRC screening participation, CRC screening participants and non-participants dif-

fered in their goal-orientation and focus on advantages or disadvantages. CRC screening par-

ticipation appears to be associated with a focus on the advantages of CRC screening and

within that, both a promotion-orientation and prevention-orientation exist. This focus on

the advantages could impede the making of an informed decision. CRC screening non-par-

ticipation appears not to be associated with any clear goal-orientation or focus, or we have

not yet managed to capture this. The lack of a specific orientation or focus might be beneficial

for making an informed decision, but could also be problematic, as the current provision

of information about CRC screening might not be appealing to CRC screening non-

participants.
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